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ARITHMETIC SEQUENCES AND LINEAR FUNCTIONS



Basics of equation of a line

• y = mx+b if line is not vertical
• m is the slope, b is y-intercept

• x=k is the equation of a vertical line

• Slope between any two points (x,y) and (x’,y’)
• m = (y-y’)/(x-x’)

• Slope changes by the same amount each time whenever x is 
increased by a fixed amount, say by 1 unit.



Checking if given data fits a linear pattern

• Here are the prices of solar panels over the years:
The first number (to be on x-axis) is the year and the second number 
(to be on y-axis) is the price per Watt in 2012 dollars:(approximately)
(1980, 24), (1990, 8), (2000, 4), (2010, 2).

1. Enter this data into an Excel spreadsheet and graph them with the
years on the x-axis and prices on y-axis. Is the graph a straight line? 

2. Check by finding the slope between different points. If it is a straight  
line, then the slopes will be the same no matter which two points you 
choose. 



Basics of Arithmetic Sequence

Examples: 

8,13,18,23,28,33,38,…
What is the pattern?

Does 8,13,18,28,33,38…
Obey the same pattern?

What about 13,8,3,-2,-7,-12…?



Basics of Arithmetic Sequence

Answers: 

8,13,18,23,28,33,38,…
Each time 5 is added

Does 8,13,18,28,33,38…
No. After 18 you have 28.

What about 13,8,3,-3,-7,-12…?  Yes. Add -5 each time.



Basics of Arithmetic Sequence

• A sequence of numbers in which you add a fixed number each time

• n-th term denoted an = mn+b [Compare with y = mx+b]

• You are adding m each time



Quick question

What is the main difference
Between an arithmetic sequence

And a linear function? 



Difference between 
Arithmetic sequence and Linear Function

They are really the same, except
Arithmetic sequence

Takes values at n = 1,2,3,….
Linear functions take values

At x = any real number



Examples of arithmetic sequence

• Do the numbers 4,8,12,… form an arithmetic sequence? 
If yes, give the formula for the n-th term.

• Same question for 12, 8, 4,...What would be the next term?
What would be the n-th term?

• What about the price of the solar panel installation from previous slide, 
namely 24, 8, 4,2 ? 

Do they form an arithmetic sequence?



Examples of arithmetic sequence
• Do the numbers 4,8,12,… form an arithmetic sequence? 

Yes, and n-th term is :   an =  4n
Proof: Start with an = 4n+b because common difference is 4.

Then a1 = 4(1)+b = 4 means b = 0.
• Same question for 12, 8, 4,...What would be the next term?
• Next term is 0. Common difference is -4. Add -4 each time
• n-th term formula is an = -4n+b because m = -4.
• Setting n=1, the first term a1 = -4+b = 12 gives b = 16. 
• So an = 16-4n.



Examples of arithmetic sequence

What about the price of the solar panels
from previous slide, 
namely 24, 8, 4,2,…

Do they form an arithmetic sequence?



Examples of arithmetic sequence

The price of the solar panels from 1980 to 2010
24, 8, 4,2,…   Is this an arithmetic sequence?

No, as we discussed already. 
This is not part of a linear function.

So it can’t be an arithmetic sequence.



Other examples

Can you write down some examples
Of arithmetic sequences?

What are some well-known arithmetic 
sequences? (in math or in nature)



Some well known examples

Sequence Common name Common difference
m 

• 1,2,3,4,5,… Sequence of natural numbers  1
• 2,4,6,8,10,…. Even numbers 2
• 1,3,5,7,9,…. Odd numbers 2



Real life examples

• Certain rates are calculated by starting with a flat fee and 
then a per unit fee. 
• Examples include 
• car rental fee with a flat per day charge and a fee per mile. 
• Salaries of salesmen: Fixed salary plus per unit commission
• Utility (water, power) rates: Fixed charge plus per unit charge.

• All of these result in linear functions / arithmetic sequences.



From our electricity bill
(From Pepco/Exelon)

Customer Charge 15.09

Exelon Base Rate Credit 1.37− 

Distribution Fixed charge

Transmission Minimum Charge 0.12 

Generation Minimum Charge 2.15 

Distribution Energy Charge 55 kWh X $0.0103530 per kWh 
Transmission Energy Charge 25 kWh X $0.0079000 per kWh 

Generation Energy Charge 25 kWh X $0.0716300 per kWh 



How would you write an equation
for electricity charge per month?

• Distribution: 
• Fixed charge of $13.72, per kilowatt charge of $ 0.0103530
• (That is why it says 55 x 0.0103530 per Kwh in table)
• So total charge is   (0.0103530)n+13.72 where n = Number of Kwh
• Here m = 0.0103530, b = 13.72
• an=mn+b goes like a1= 13.7303530, a2= 13.7407060, a3 = 13.7510590,…
• This is an arithmetic sequence because n goes like 1,2,3,… 
• And each time add the same number 0.0103530.

• What about for generation? (bit harder)



Formula for generation charge

Fixed charge for generation + $2.15 for first 30 Kwh
Per Kwh charge for 31st Kwh and onward: $0.071630

So we need to do the formula in a different way.

In fact this won’t result in a proper arithmetic sequence, because

a1 = 2.15, a2 = 2.15, …., a30 = 2.15 but …

a31 = 2.15 + 1(0.07163) = $ 2.22163 and so on.

So an = mn+b = (0.07163)n+b for n = 31, 32, …

Putting a31 = (0.07163)(31)+b = 2.22163, we get b = 0.0011.

So we get an = (0.07163)(n)+0.0011



(Continued from previous slide)
Another way to do same problem

You can also get the same result as follows:

Since the per Kwh charge is only for the number above 30, we can say: 
Total charge = 

Fixed charge for 1st 30 kwh + (Kwh above 30) times 0.07163
= 2.15+ (n-30)(0.07163)

= 2.15 +n(0.07163)-30(0.07163) = (.07163)n+(2.15-2.1489)
= (0.07163)n+0.0011


